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A probabilistic approach to the analysis of NFP safety under
aircraft impact is discussed. It may be used both for requali-
fication of existing NPPs and in the process of NPP design.
NPP is considered as a system of components: structures, pip-
es, different kinds of equipment, soil, foundation. The exce-
eding of the limit probability of the radioactive products re-
lease out of containment (i.e. of the NPP safety requirements
non-fulfilment) is taken as a system failure criterion. An ex-
ample of an event tree representing the consequence of events
causing the failure is given. Described ai*e the methods of es-
timate of elementary events probabilities through whioh a com-
posite probability of the failure is evaluated.

The aircraft crash is one of the most dangerous extreme loadings
for NPP. It is characterized by a hard load, low probability of
ocourenoe and significant uncertainty of the parameters.
At present NPP projects either does not take this event into ac-

count (if the probability of its occurence is small enough or dan-
gerous plaoes are far enough [1 ]) or the moBt unfavourable impact
is regarded. In the latter case very conservative assumptions that
cause hard design loads on the NPP elements are used: almost the
maximum possible mass and velocity of airoraft are taken; the most
unfavourable place of impact and coincidence of its direction with
the normal to structure surface are assumed, etc. But the probabi-
lities of airoraft crash and particularly of the most unfavourable
loading oases are very small and therefore the hard loads are
"compensated" by low probability of their realisation. This cir-
cumstance oan not be taken into aooount if UBual, i.e determinis-
tic methods of analysis are used, but it may be done by means of
the probabilistic risk assessment. In such way the real risk of
this event may be estimated.
This report is devoted to brief description of methodology of

NPP probabilistic risk assessment under aircraft impact. It may be
used both in the process of NPP design and for requalifioation of
existing NPPs.
NPP is considered as a system (or a set) of components: structu-

res, pipes, different kinds of equipment, soil, foundation. The
exceeding of the limit probability of the radioactive products re-
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lease (i.e. oX the NPP safety requirements non-fulfilment) is ta-
ken as a system failure criterion.

The eesenBe of this methodology is demonstrated with the help of
the following simple example. The containment of the reactor bu-
ilding is shown in fig. 1 ,a. It is designed to ensure the tight-
ness when LOCA ooours and the protection of the reaotor from ex-
ternal loadings. Since aircraft impact has occured three potential
states of the containment are possible, namely:
- it is perforated (event X ^ ;
- it is not perforated, but its tightness is lost (event
- it is not undergone any damage preventing maintaince of its

funotions (event X 3 ) .
Event tree representing the oonsequenoe of events causing the

release of the radioactive products (the latter is denoted as ev-
ent D) is shown in fig. 1,b. It involves only the events of the
first level and it oan be developed by splitting of the events.
When the event X is realized the aircraft fragments and fuel

oan get into the containment, and that is why the conditional pro-
bability of failure is taken equel to P(D|X1)=1. If the events Xp
or Xg ooour the release of the radioaotive products under oontain-
ment (event X.) is possible because of the dynamic loads action.
The latter may lead, for example, to failure of the equipment or
pipes, to structures or foundation damadges or inadmissible dis-
placements, etc. In the case of Xg occurence (i.e. containment's
tightness is lost) radioactive produots will freely release out of
containment, consiquently P(D|X2)=P(X4JX2). If X^ occurs (i.e.
oontainment iB tight) the release of the radioaotive produots out
of the containment is possible only if all safety systems fail si-
multaneously (event X 5 ) , and P (D j X^) =P (X4 j X3 )P (XJl | X^). Consequent-
ly the probability P(D) is equal to:

P(D) = P ^ ) + P(X2)P(X4|X2) + PtXgmXjXgmXjJXg). (1)

This probability should not exceed the limit value [P(D)1.
(Thus the problem is reduced to oaloulation of probability values

in the right part of the Eq.(1). They can be found by different
ways (calculation analyses, tests, analogies, expert's estimates,
etc.). Possible methods of their determination by means of analy-
sis are briefly examined below. The following parameters are taken
as random ones.

1) Time interval of aircraft crash occurence. In general this
parameter should be determined from aircraft crash statistics at

WPP o i + o T« +V>-fo T*PTVYKvt* "f+Q Trolno A a
m i UJU< £ n u u i u i C^Ui U J_ IILD V<A-LU.C I D

> o TTl / 1 r W + T T / k f + V i o W P P
u v XUXLIX u j VSJ. uuv> m ithe same as had been obtained for Central Europe, namely: v=10

1/year within the area Po=10 m [1].
If the Poisson distribution is used, the probability of a crash

within the area F during the NPP life time T is equal to:
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P = vi exp(-m) / ezpf- J- } « ̂ S = io"10 -ff. (2)

2) The Impact direction. It is described by the angles a and p
(fig. 2,a). Because of angle p data lack, its uniform distribution
in the range [0, 2%] has been taken (i.e. the same probability of
aircraft approach from any direction is assumed). In order to ob-
tain the density function of the angle a the ICAO statistics of
airoraft crashes [2] was analysed. The joint probability density
function of a and p is:

p(a,p) = 1.315'1O~2 exp(2.2a) sina. (3)

3) Type, mass and velocity of the airplane. The load on the
structures depends on these parameters.

4) Impact point on the construction surface.
First of all the methods for the determination of the struotures

damages probability (X^Xg) will be regarded. As a sample example

the event X1 is examined.
Suppose the impact force is applied at any point of construction

which belongs to the elementary area dP (see fig. 2,b). Local co-
ordinate system in this point is defined by the normal to the
structure surface n, the meridianal tangent T and the circular
one %o. The angle between n and vertical line is denoted as (p. Lo-
cation of the loading vector S(t) in this coordinate system is de-
termined by the angles 7* and ae.
If the load time function S(t) is known the probability P(X1 )

may be calculated as follows. The maximum value of angle 7* =7 from
which containment can not be perforated should be calculated by
means of the containment strength analysis. In general case 7 de-
pends on ae. The curve 7(ae) restricts the failure domain on the
(7,ae) plane (fig. 3,a). Using the functions a(7,ae) and p(T,ae) the
failure domain F, on the (a,p) plane may be then obtained. It is
restricted by the curve P(a,<p) dependent on angle <p too (see fig.
3,b). The probability of failure (perforation) is equal to the
probability that a and p belong to the domain Y£z

) = P(a,p c F f ) . (4)

Taking (2) and (3) into aooount:

where:

dP(X1) = 1CT
1 0 <u dP f(cp), (5)

2

i(<p) = J P(a,p) da dp = 2 J p(a,p) p(a,cp) dp
P

J
Pf a.,

In many oases 7 does not depend on ae or this dependence may be
neglected (fig. 3, the dotted lines). In order to obtain 7 the
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strength analysis of the containment under load £S(t) coincided
with the normal should be carried out. Minimum value of factor £
is determined as a value which is enough to cause failure of the
construction. Then cos'p=£.
The failure probability in this case is equai to the probability

of the impact made within the "failure cone". The latter has the
angle at the vertex 7 and its axis is the structure surface normal
(fig. 2,b). In this more simple case the function f((p) may be ap-
proximated as follows:

f((p) = a7bexp(c7) + 1^(7-0,5%), (6)

where

-O(x) - the unit jump function;
a, b, c, k - coefficients depending on angle 9 (see fig. 4,a)
Adding up the failure probabilities corresponding to the impacts

at the various points of the construction surface, the full failu-,
re probability may be calculated.

It was assumed above that if the impact within the "failure co-
ne" is made, the failure probability equals to 1 and it equals to
0 in the opposite case. It takes place if the scatter of materials
strength is not taken into account. These stochastic parameters
may be easely included into the failure probability estimation,
but it is not reasonable because extent of calculations increases
significantly and their influense on final result is small enough.
The PtX^) and P(X3) probabilities may be calculated in the simi-

J.QX H«tf : XI blLv GkU&lkJ [ euiu | uui ± yj±tJii bu wi K > C*IUo/S

(fig. 4,b), the probabilities are:

1

= P(72) - P(71); (7)
= P(ic/2) - P(72).

The results of the estimation of the failure probability of the
oontaiiment shown in fig. 1,a are given as an example. The oon-
tainment will be perforated by the aircraft with mass 20000 kg and
velocity 200 m/s if angle between normal to its surface and the
impact direction is less than 40!:. Nevertheless the probability of
its perforation is less than 10 1/year.
As it was mentioned above the failure of the systems (equipment)

may be caused by the building vibrations. The time function S(t)
being the same, the time histories at the various points depend on
impact place and angle. That is why the calculation of the condi-
tional failure probabilities P(X4|2^), P(X5|X3), etc, is equiva-
lent to their estimation under vibrations caused by events

etc
Method of equipment failure probability estimation depends on

failure criterion. Suppose the acceleration of the equipment reeve
point is w and the exceeding of its maximum admissible value is
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taken as a failure criterion. The density function of w shall be
calculated under impacts at different structure points and with
different angles. If the equipment unit was designed or tested so
as to withstand the acceleration value w*, its failure probability-
equals to:

P(w>w*), (11)
3 8760

where:

'0. = work time of the j unit per year;
j

8760 = the number of hours per year;

P (w>w*) = the probability of the w* aooeleration exceeding.

If the capability of the equipment to work is to be checked with
the help of the time histories or responce spectra of its reeve
points, the prooedure of its faulure probability oaloulation is-
rather diffioult beoause this probability is to be calculated at
every impact realization. When response spectra are used the sim-
plified estimation of the probability may be obtained as follows.
The responoe spectra w shall be oaloulated in such way that all

the values of spectral accelerations will have the same probabili-
ty of exceeding, which equals to p. It is assumed that the failure
probability of an equipment unit anylised with the help of suoh
spectra is equal to p too. It is evident that this assumption and
the method of spectra calculation provide the conservative estima-
tion of the probability.
The aircraft impact may cause the foundation failure (e.g. its

differential settlement will be greater than the restricted one
for the reactor oapaoity to work). The ability of its failure is
usually checked by the partial failure criteria that may be exp-
ressed as:

> 0, (i=1,...,n) (8)

On the left hand there are the functions of stochastic parameters
X. (loads, strength and deformation characteristics of foundation

and soils, geological properties of the Bite, etc). In the X.

space inequalities (8) limit the failure domain which is expressed
as follows:

| u P 2>O u ... u Pn>o I . (9;

8 foundation failure probability (event X6) equals to:

P(X6) = P^,...,^ c P) = j pC^,...,^) <&,... dX^ (10)
(P)

where p(A.1,...?w) is the joint density funotion of all parameters.
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Integral (10) may be calculated by use of the Monte-Carlo method.
Load time function S(t) used in all above described failure pro-

bability estimations is the random parameter too. It depends on
the aircraft type, its mass m and velocity v, impact angle, stif-
fness and mass of the construction. The authors of the report en-
ohanced the method of calculation S(t) offered first by J.D. Riera
for the normal impaot to the rigid wall [33- With the help of the
same aircraft model (rigid-plastic beam with changable mass and
yield strength along its length) the loading function on the soft
wall under arbitrary impaot angle is calculated [41- If the angle
7 exceeds the friction angle <p. between the construction and air-
craft, the sliding of the latter occurs. The load and the action
time in this case essentially reduce. As an example the scheme for
the loads calculation on the cylinder structure when <p>cpf is pre-
sented in. fig. 5fa. The loading funotions (for the rigid plane
structure) are depicted in. fig. 5»b.
In order to take into account the randomness of the aircraft ve-.

looity v and mass m, it is neoessary to oaloulate the conditional
probabilities P(D|m,v) of NPP failure under loading corresponding
with the various values of these parameters. The failure probabi-
lity is then calculated aooording to the full probability formula:

P(D) = f |p(D|m,v)p(m)p(v)dmdv (12)

m v

where p(m) H p(v) are the density functions (for example, they are
presented in [53 for the "Phantom" aircraft)
The randomness of the aircraft type may be taken into account in

the same way:

P(D) = J P(D|Ai) P(A±), (13)
i

where

P(Ai) = probability of ith- type aircraft crash;

P(DjAi) = conditional NPP failure probability if this event oc-

curs.
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